
1415 Steele Condo HOA
Meeting

May 3, 2022

Agenda and Minutes

Participants:
Julia
James and Elise (proxy for Jon)
Anne
Myra
Myriam
Charles
Chrystal

Introduction
● Welcome Charles!
● Brief intros all around

Special Assessment
● To fix the back stairs which are deteriorating
● Estimates:

○ PG Construction
■ $23,577
■ Includes addressing the concrete and is more comprehensive.
■ Does not include permit fees - “While we feel confident that this is a

simple like-kind maintenance repair, it is possible that an Inspector could
stop work and force us to pull a permit.  At that point, we would do our
best to keep costs to a minimum.  However, we are at the mercy of the
higher power and what they say determines how much detailed
information will be required to proceed (i.e. stamped vs simple drawings,
walk-through permit vs reviewed plans)...My best guess is that if a permit
is required the fees for this project should not exceed $5,000.”

■ “I just wanted to let you know I have talked to everyone involved on our
end and we agree that the handrail repairs will not require a permit.  The
handrail repairs could all be done in one to two days.  The landings would
be our only concern.  However, we all agree that the likelihood that an
inspector would notice work on the property is slim.  This would also
reduce my estimate for the permit to less than $500.00. I hope this
alleviates your concerns about the permit costs.”

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aSv_Js1xcXZBRURVZwN1M9lgYpoWmg9X/view?usp=sharing


■ “The railings are your priority and should be addressed as a life safety
issue.  You might be able to hold off on the landings for a while longer.  I
haven’t visited the site myself but understand from Clayton that they are
deteriorating due to water pooling/freezing and the de-icing chemicals.
This happens with concrete and is unavoidable in the long term.  Now that
the concrete has cracked, any water that seeps down to the metal pan will
continue to degrade the landing, not just winter conditions.  I would just
watch those closely until you are better prepared to make a decision on
the time of replacement.”

■ Also a minority, woman-owned business.
○ Jerry Pinon

■ $27,250
■ Does not include concrete, only the steel work.

● Gino said he and a door guy have come up with a plan to fix the front door for about
$1,200.  I would recommend you do address this as it continues to worsen. It's taken
Gino a while to come up with a solution so I'm sure it will be just what is needed.

● Funds
○ Our reserve: $18,355
○ It is recommended to leave at least a minimum of $10,000 in our reserve account

which leaves us with about $8,000 of our reserves to apply to the project
● Cost estimate per each unit (total project cost - $8,000 from reserves ÷ 8 units)

○ $2,406.25 (Pinon)
○ $1,947.13 (PG)
○ If the estimated maximum fees ($5,000) are applied for permits and other city

requirements, could be up to $625 more for each unit. Hopefully not though!
● Vote

○ Go with PG Consturction for $23,577 and door work for $1,200, while using
$8000 out of our reserves.

○ Go with Gino to repair front door
○ Funds to be allocated/square footage (similar to HOA dues)
○ Yes: passed unanimously
○ No:

● Next steps - need 30 day notice
○ Lynn will work on mailing for the special assessment with the allocation chart, 30

day notice to send in the money.
○ Can use reserves to pay for the deposit

● Timing considerations for work to be complete?
○ Likely this summer
○ Anticipated 2 day project
○ Think about those moving in/out 401 and 201
○ Crystal to plan to vacate parking

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SmW0owIj7_CVeY3b1x6wfGzQRJOY-hiT/view?usp=sharing


○ Rehome lilac bushes
○ Back lawn to be repaired following project

Other Business Items
● Move forward with garage clearing out so we can install the bike station?

○ JV recommends putting digital keypad lock on the garage doors so they
automatically lock the deadbolt each time and we won’t need a key (Key holes
are little janky). If we move forward, recommend a quality digital lock as poor
ones lose battery life quickly in the cold

○ Next step with garage -
■ Continue clearing out.
■ Save tools.
■ Clean out basement closets
■ Purchase and install bike racks

● Addressing grass damage in backyard (should be done after stair work)
○ Lynn will have MCM provide estimate for fixing backyard landscaping
○ James to follow up with Jon

● Officer positions opening up soon
○ James to step down from president position
○ Jon to step down from treasurer position
○ Julia moves into president position
○ Charles moves into treasurer position
○ Myra moves into secretary position

● Follow up with MCM regarding frequency of lawn care as well as watering schedule

Actions
● Julia and Lynn to get estimates for concrete work next to Lynn steps
● James and Charles to connect about bike station project and next steps
● Lynn will ask Shields about putting the digital locks on all three doors. May add that to

the door projects
● James to follow up with Jon about the grass in the back
● Lynn to check w/ MCM about sprinkler schedule, not over watering.


